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Mewtwo Strikes Back. The Rush to the Party 

Splash, something came out of the ocean. A pokemon with no wings
whatsoever was flying in midair with a tank with a red liquid inside.
Scientists were surrounding the tank. The pokemon Opened it's eyes.
"I'm alive!" it screamed. Not only did it feel alive it felt
powerful. 

"Mewtwos completed " a scientist said. "Mewtwo?" Mewtwo asked. "Yes
explained the scientist. We cloned you from the legendary pokemon
Mew." "What are you gonna do to me?" asked Mewtwo. "We're gonna run
some tests on you." 

Mewtwo didn't like that so he set their lab on fire. Mewtwo safely
floated away in a blue bubble. When he landed he saw a helicopter on
the ground. Team rocket's boss Giovanni came out of the helicopter
with a Persian. 

"Who are you?" Mewtwo asked. "I am Giovanni. And if you come with me
we can rule the world." Giovanni told Mewtwo. Mewtwo liked the
bargain. Mewtwo thought Giovanni looked smarter than the scientists,
so he went with Giovanni. 

When they got to the lab Giovanni strapped Mewtwo to a table and put
armor on him. Mewtwo battled pokemon every day until Giovanni said
that he was running tests on him. Mewtwo got in his blue bubble and
floated away until he got to an island called new island. 

In the time being Ash was gonna have a picnic until someone
challenged him to a pokemon battle. Ash chose Bulbasaur when the
other one chose Donfan. Donfan rolled in to a ball and spinning
strait toward Bulbasaur. CRASH! Bulbasaur got tackled. Ash told
Bulbasaur to use solarbeam. 



After that attack Donfan was defeated. They both recalled their
pokemon. Then Ash chose Squirtle. The other guy chose Machamp. Ash
ordered Squirtle to use bubble beam. Machamp couldn't take the
bubbles so he fainted. Ash and that other guy had one more battle.
They recalled their pokemon once again. Ash chose Pikachu. This time
the guy chose Golem, Pinsir, and Venomoth. Pikachu used thunder bolt
and killed everyone in one shot. Ash won the battle. "HOORAY!" cried
Ash. 

Meanwhile Team Rocket was thinking of a way to steal Pikachu, behind
the bushes right near Ash. And also at the time Mewtwo saw Ash's
battle in his head, so he knew that Ash was a powerful trainer.
Mewtwo sent a Dragonite with a box for Ash. 

When Dragonite got where Ash was he crashed in to team rocket and
gave the box to Ash. Then a hologram of a girl said "Calling all
pokemon trainers there's going to be a big party on New island. Just
go to the wharf. 

Then Dragonite gave a letter to Ash. Ash opened it asked if they
wanted to go to the party. Misty checked of yes. Ash gave the letter
to Dragonite and the box to Dragonite, and Dragonite flew away.
Before he got at least 5 feet away Jessie saw the letter and thought
they can steal everyone's pokemon. 

Jessie put back the letter. And Dragonite went back to Mewtwo with
the box. Meanwhile Ash, and Misty, and Brock were at the wharf. The
wharf was packed with pokemon. But Mewtwo wanted to see how brave
they are, so Mewtwo made a hurricane. Just then Officer Jenny came
and told everyone that no one can leave cause they couldn't use their
pokemon. If they did they would get weak and there was no pokemon
center cause nurse Joy was missing. 

There was this pokemon trainer named Fergus, he used his Gyrados to
go to new island. And then another trainer named Neesha went to new
island on her Dewgong. 

And another trainer named Corey, who flew to New island on his
Pideotto. Ash saw a boat with 2 people in it that looked like
Vikings. There was a stone figure on the tip of the boat. The three
people asked Ash, Misty, and Brock to get in the boat. They all
hopped in the boat. 

End
file.


